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Executive summary
NN Bank1 at a glance

NN Bank strategy

NN Bank financials at 30 June 2020

Funding diversification

• Fifth Dutch retail banking

• To support retail customers to

• Total assets of EUR 24.7bn;

• Funding comprises retail savings

• NN Bank services EUR 52bn of

• NN Bank aims to further diversify

franchise (based on balance sheet
size)

• Significant player in Dutch

residential mortgage loan and
retail savings markets

• Established in 2011
• Built around long-standing

Nationale-Nederlanden mortgage
business (since 1963)

• Distribution both direct (savings

products) and via intermediaries
(mortgage loans)

secure their financial futures by
helping them manage and protect
their assets and income

• Operates in the Netherlands

under the brand name ‘NationaleNederlanden’ and shares client
base, distribution and marketing
with other NN entities

• Provides customers with efficient
and excellent services:

o

digital customer experience

o

continuous product
innovations

o

modern savings and mortgage
back-office systems

residential mortgage loan book of
EUR 20.4bn2
mortgage loans

• Balanced composition of income,
in which net fee and commission
income are 26% of total income

• Net profit of EUR 62m for 1H20
• Solid capital position: CET1 ratio of
16.7% (Standardised Approach),
Total Capital Ratio of 18.1%

• NN Bank’s strong A- rating from

S&P (stable outlook) reflects its
“highly strategic importance” for
NN Group

(EUR 15.5bn) and wholesale
funding (EUR 5.9bn)

its funding base by attracting both
secured and unsecured wholesale
funding

• In 2017 NN Bank set up its

Conditional Pass Through (CPT)
Programme, from which 5 public
benchmark CBs3 have been
successfully issued

• NN Bank established a Soft Bullet
(SB) CB programme in 2020 and
issued an inaugural 10yrs SB in
July 2020

1. Full name is Nationale-Nederlanden Bank N.V.
2. Includes mortgage-related Transfer of Parts and construction deposits
3. A benchmark covered bond issuance is at least EUR 500m
All financial information included in this Investor Presentation is based on the 2020 interim accounts of Nationale-Nederlanden Bank N.V. dated 27 August 2020 (unless stated
otherwise). This financial information may deviate from the financial information of the segment Banking in NN Group.
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1 Strategy and business highlights
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NN Bank profile
• Fifth Dutch retail banking franchise (based on balance sheet size)
• Significant player in Dutch residential mortgage loan and retail savings markets
• Established in 2011
• Built around long-standing Nationale-Nederlanden mortgage business (since
1963)

• Distribution both direct (savings products) and via intermediaries (mortgages)
• Income generation from net interest margin, origination fees and service
management fees

• 100% subsidiary of NN Group N.V.
• Long-term credit rating of A- and short-term rating of A-1 from S&P; stable
outlook
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Parent company: NN Group
International footprint

Overview of NN Group

• International financial services company, active in 18 countries with a strong
presence in a number of European countries and Japan

• Offering innovative solutions and value-added products and services to retail, SME,
large corporate and institutional customers (approx. 18 million customers)

•
•
•
•
•

Financial Strength Ratings: A+/stable (Fitch), A/stable (S&P)
Listed on Euronext Amsterdam since 2 July 2014
Acquisition of Delta Lloyd completed in April 2017
Acquisition of VIVAT Non-life completed in April 2020
Shareholders’ equity of EUR 35.1bn at 30 June 2020

NN Group has leading market positions

• #1 life insurer in the Netherlands: 40% market share1 in group pensions and 23%
market share1 in individual life

• #1 Non-life insurer in the Netherlands: 32% market share1 in Disability & Accident;
26% market share1 in Property & Casualty

* Outside Europe and Japan, NN Investment Partners has offices in Montevideo, New York and Singapore

• Top 3 player in CEE2 focused on life and voluntary pensions
• Market leader in corporate-owned life insurance (COLI) products in Japan
• International asset manager with AuM of EUR 285bn at 30 June 2020

Source: NN Group
1. By GWP (2018), only Dutch insurers that are subject to DNB supervision; source: DNB and CVS
2. Central and Eastern Europe
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Position of the bank within NN Group
NN Bank adding value to NN Group in the Netherlands

•
•
•
•

Operating under the Nationale-Nederlanden brand since its start in 2011
Sharing client base, distribution and marketing with other NN entities
Offering banking products complementary to Nationale-Nederlanden’s individual life and non-life insurance products for retail customers
NN Group’s mortgage originator and servicer in the Netherlands, providing mortgage investment opportunities for other NN companies and customers
of NN Investment Partners

• Fully-owned subsidiary of NN Group N.V. and a fellow subsidiary of the Dutch insurance entities, i.e. NN Life and NN Non-life
• NN Bank’s has a A- rating from S&P (stable outlook) reflecting the “highly strategic importance” of the bank for NN Group
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Retail-focused business model
NN Bank is a significant financial services provider in the Dutch retail market

• Core activities are providing retail customers with mortgage loans, savings and bank annuities, supplemented by retail investment and consumer loan
products

• National player, with coverage of all Dutch regions
• Operating under a strong and well-known household name in the Netherlands, Nationale-Nederlanden

In-house mortgage origination and (special) servicing capabilities

NN Bank is a significant player in savings deposits and bank annuities

• Nationale-Nederlanden’s track record in in-

• On demand savings and fixed-term

house mortgage loan origination, servicing
and arrears management goes back to 1963

• Originated EUR 4.4bn of mortgage loans in
1H20 and services EUR 52bn of mortgage
loans for various entities

deposits

• Bank annuities, fiscal-driven

supplementary pension savings or
pension benefits

• Mortgage loans distributed via intermediaries

9

Marketing campaigns
New construction mortgage loan

On demand savings and fixed-term deposits

Various financial solutions that are tailored to fit today’s life

Senior citizens mortgage loan

Pension savings (bank annuities)

Source: NN Bank (www.nn.nl)
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Retail savings: two strong pillars
Dutch banks held EUR 387bn in household savings in June 2020, this is EUR 17.7bn (+4.8%) up on the previous year. Most of the growth is attributable to
higher net deposits and only a small part contributes to credited interest1

Savings on demand

Pension savings (bank annuities)

• Consumers save mainly in order to build a buffer against unforeseen

• Growing market for bank annuities as a result of growing periodical

expenses

• Low-cost online savings platform
• At 30 June 2020, on-demand savings accounts and fixed-term deposit
accounts to retail customers totalled EUR 7.1bn

payments and aging population. Consumer awareness about pension
gaps is increasing, partly due to the current pension debate

• Two types of bank annuities offered by NN Bank:
o

• Diversification of funding with a similar savings account in Spain (in
co-operation with NN Spain)

o

supplementary pension savings: tax-incentivised annuities on a
blocked savings account up to pension date; and
supplementary pension benefits: pay-out of built-up pension
savings (annuity) over time

• NN Bank is market leader in the bank annuities market as a result of
its competitive price and smooth application process

• At 30 June 2020, (non-mortgage related) bank annuities totalled EUR
6.8bn

Source: DNB
1. “Household Savings” Statistics Dashboard DNB
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COVID-19
NN Bank’s priorities are to safeguard the well-being of our
employees and provide an uninterrupted service to our customers

Payment holidays

•

Payment holidays (postponement of payments) are offered on an individual basis to
borrowers who face temporary payment difficulties on their mortgage loans or
consumer loans

•

NN Bank allows borrowers to defer making payments for a limited period. Mortgage
loans where (only) a payment holiday is granted may not be treated as defaulted in
the administration of the Issuer (nor as Defaulted Mortgage Loans under the
covered bond programme)

Expected impact on NN Bank

•

COVID-19 has a substantial impact on financial markets, global
trade, manufacturing and travel and is also having a negative impact
on the markets in which NN Bank is active. However, to date, the
impact on the Dutch mortgage market has been limited and the
Euro wholesale funding market has largely recovered

•

As at 30 June 2020, NN Bank had granted a payment holiday to 0.7%
of its mortgage loan customers. It is reasonable to expect that this
percentage will increase over the course of 2020

•

Although the financial impact to date is limited to a slight increase in
risk costs due to payments holidays and the application of revised
macroeconomic outlooks, the expenses incurred to increase
capacity at loan servicing and the measures to increase (back-up)
liquidity, COVID-19 is likely to continue to impact NN Bank in the
coming period

1.

Other measures taken

•

NN Bank is following the recommendations of the Dutch government with nearly all
of our employees working from home and only employees in essential functions
working from our office locations

•

Sufficient (back-up) liquidity and funding alternatives have been put in place, hence
for the foreseeable future no significant difficulties are expected in refinancing

•

Additional (temporary) measures have been implemented regarding the origination
of mortgage loans, e.g. additional questions on income for employees and selfemployed

•

No final dividend over 2019 was paid and no interim dividend over 2020 will be
proposed¹

NN Bank follows the recommendation issued by the ECB in view of the current COVID-19 situation to refrain from dividend payments until 1 January 2021. NN Bank intends to
resume dividend payments at such time that is appropriate in light of COVID-19 developments.
12

2. Mortgage business
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Long-standing history in mortgage business
Successful NN-labelled mortgage business can be traced back to 1963
• Nationale-Nederlanden was founded in 1845, and evolved as a well-known brand in the Netherlands
• In 1963, Nationale-Nederlanden started originating mortgage loans (‘NN-labelled mortgage loans’)1
• NN Bank was launched in 2011 to take advantage of new banking opportunities in response to declining individual life insurance market
• Growth accelerated in 2013 with the acquisition of parts of WU Bank (within ING Bank), gaining product expertise and a solid banking platform
• On 1 January 2018, Delta Lloyd Bank was merged into NN Bank
• NN-labelled mortgage loans are serviced by NN Bank and are eligible for inclusion in the cover pool3

Start of NN mortgage
loans

NNHB becomes
subsidiary of WU bank

1963

2007

NN NL sells
NNHB2 to ING

1.
2.
3.

2010

2011

NN Bank
launched

RVS merged with NN; only
one originator within NN

2012

2013

Banking license renewed
Transfer of EUR 3.7bn of
NNHB2 portfolio to NN Bank

Establishment
CPT CB Programme;
public CPT CB deal 1

2017

Public
CPT CB
deals 2 + 3

2018

Legal merger with
Delta Lloyd Bank

Public
CPT CB
deals 4 + 5

2019

Establishment Soft
Bullet CB Programme;
Public SB CB deal 1

2020

Legal merger with
Amstelhuys and Ohra
Hypotheken Fonds (OHF)

NN-labelled mortgage loans prior to 1 July 2013 were originated by NN Life and RVS Life; since 1 July 2013 NN-labelled mortgage loans have been originated by NN Bank
NNHB (NN Hypotheek Bedrijf) is a mortgage book held by ING Bank
Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd originated mortgage loans are not eligible for inclusion in the cover pool
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Mortgage loans: distribution and servicing
Newly-originated mortgage loans1 distributed to several entities …

Mortgage loans serviced for multiple entities …

Economic ownership of new mortgage production in 1H20 (EUR 4.4bn)

Mortgage portfolio at 30 June 2020 (EUR 51.7bn)

16%
34%

9%

9%

6%

NN Bank

36%

NN Life

NN Bank
NN Life
NN Non-Life + NN Belgium

NN Non-Life + NN Belgium

DRMF 2

DRMF 2
41%

3%

46%

ING Bank

… offering attractive investment opportunities within NN Group

… both within NN Group and for third parties

• NN Bank supports other business units within NN Group by

• NN Bank services EUR 32.8bn of mortgage loans for other NN Group

generating profitable assets which are transferred to group
companies

• Mortgage loans seen as an attractively yielding investment

companies, NN Dutch Residential Mortgage Fund and ING Bank

• Monthly transfer of mortgage loans from ING Bank to NN Bank3

opportunity by these companies (buy and hold)
1.
2.
3.

New mortgage loan production includes origination of NN Bank, Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd mortgage loans; ‘Other’ includes NN Non-life and NN Belgium
NN Dutch Residential Mortgage Fund
In line with transfer agreement, NN Bank purchases NN-labelled mortgage loans held by ING Bank (NNHB) at reset date
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Mortgage loans: growth and trends
NN Bank mortgage loan book (in EUR bn)1

NN Bank annual mortgage loan origination (in EUR bn) 1
7.9
6.1
3.8

0.7
0.2

3.6
2017

0.1
7.9

5.3

4.4

2018
NN Bank

2019
Delta Lloyd

1H20

HQ 50

19.1
1.0
3.5

19.6
0.9
3.2

13.0

14.6

15.5

2018

2019

1H20

18.0

18.1

4.5

4.0

12.4

2017

NN Bank

Delta Lloyd

HQ 50

Mortgage origination mainly driven by long tenors, competitive pricing and an uplift in the Dutch housing and mortgage market

•
•
•
•

Total mortgages originated by NN Bank amounted to EUR 4.4bn in 1H20 (compared with EUR 3.7bn in 1H19)
66% of new mortgage production transferred to insurance entities within NN Group companies and to NNIP’s Dutch Residential Mortgage Fund
NN Bank offers the full range of mortgage loan interest rate reset tenors to its customers, i.e. from 1 month to 30 years
Risk-based pricing policy fully implemented in 2019 for NN-labelled mortgage loans

1.

All results presented are as at the end of the year; 2020H1 figures are presented as at 30 June 2020; 2017 numbers on a pro forma basis for NN Bank
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Strong mortgage loan performance
Trend to lower LTV and higher (p)repayments …

... to support historically good performance numbers at NN Bank

• LTV cap lowered by 1%-point p.a. from 105% in 2013 to 100% in 2018

weighted average current loan-to-indexed market value has gradually decreased over time

• Higher amortisation triggered by changes to tax deductibility, i.e. for new
mortgage loans only annuity (or linear) loans are eligible

85%
LTV%

• Lower average LTV due to higher amortisation and increased house prices

83.0%
78.0%

80%

73.0%

75%

• Higher prepayments triggered by the accelerated reduction in tax
deductibility in 2020-2023

65%

2016

• High payment moral of Dutch borrower
• Strong legal and regulatory framework of full recourse, whereby lender
has a secured claim to current and future wealth of the borrower
• Affordability (debt to income) is decisive in underwriting, not LTV level
1.

% of portfolio

• Mortgage loan is typically the only debt of average Dutch household1

2017

2018

2019

Delinquencies have remained low

... in combination with several mitigating factors …
• Strict underwriting under Code of Conduct and Dutch law

70.0%

70%

0.8%
0.6%
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

2016

2017
31 - 60 days

2018
61 - 90 days

2019
> 90 days

1H20

Total outstanding consumer credit volume (EUR 14.1bn) is 1.9% of total outstanding residential mortgage loan volume (EUR 738bn) in the Netherlands (CBS Statline, DNB, 1Q20)
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3. Covered bond programme
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NN Bank Soft Bullet Programme
Established Covered Bond issuer

Commencing a Soft Bullet Programme

• In 2017 NN Bank established its CPT1 Programme in order to replace

• In June 2020 NN Bank established a EUR 7.5 bn Soft Bullet Programme,

• NN Bank has completed seven CB transactions, raising a total current

• This Soft Bullet Programme will support future growth and:
 Further diversify the debt investor base;
 Enhance flexibility with respect to bond tenors

RMBS as the primary source of funding and to further diversify its
funding

outstanding funding amount of EUR 2.6bn

• NN Bank has successfully run the CPT Programme:
o Robust reporting infrastructure ensures timely and smooth
investor reporting;

which was officially registered with the Dutch Central Bank on 17 June
2020

• NN Bank debuted with a 10 years EUR 500m SB in July 2020

o All regulatory requirements met; and
o Annual internal audits have always had sufficient opinions

1.

Conditional Pass-Through
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NN Bank Soft Bullet covered bond features
Robust structure

Regulatory treatment for investors
Dutch law and Dutch Central Bank registered

Type of issuance

•
•
•

Soft bullet structure
Dual recourse to the issuer and CBC1
Extension period: 12 months

•
•
•
•
•

External ratings

•
•

Covered bonds have target [‘AAA’] rating by S&P
NN Bank long-term credit rating ‘A-’ by S&P (stable outlook)

Transparency

Over Collateralisation

•
•
•

Regulatory minimum OC of 5%
Asset Percentage 88.5%
Current OC of 226%

Interest rate/ Hedging

•
•

No hedging instrument included at closing (optional)
Minimum Interest Rate of 1.0%

•
•
•
•

High quality Dutch residential mortgage loans
All cover assets are NN-labelled and originated by NN Bank and NN Life3
25.8% of the cover pool benefits from an NHG guarantee4
Cover pool’s weighted average CLTOMV is 79.8%4

Issuer

Nationale-Nederlanden Bank

Programme size

EUR 7.5 bn

Cover assets

1.
2.
3.
4.

UCITS and CRR article 129 compliant
LCR eligible (level 1)
Solvency II friendly
ECB repo eligible

• National Transparency Template (NTT) and Harmonised
Transparency Template (HTT) available on corporate website
and dedicated portals

• Member of the Dutch Association of Covered Bond Issuers
(DACB)2

• Covered Bond Label and HTT Reporting from ECBC

Covered Bond Company
The DACB was established in January 2011, with the aim of strengthening the market and product offering of Dutch covered bonds through – among other things – improving
transparency and standardisation. More information can be found at www.dacb.nl
Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd originated mortgage loans are not included in the pool
Based on NN Bank’s preliminary cover pool with cut-off date 31 July 2020
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NN Bank Soft Bullet preliminary cover pool 1
Cut-off date

31-07-2020

Principal balance (EUR)
Value of saving deposits (EUR)
Net principal balance (EUR)
Number of loans

Redemption type2

3%

2% 2% 1%

Annuity

1,714,073,958

Interest Only
14%

86,705,840

Bank Savings
Investment

42%

1,627,368,118

Life
Linear

6,972

Number of loan parts
Average principal balance (borrower) (EUR)
Weighted average current interest rate
Weighted average remaining fixed rate period (yrs)
Weighted average seasoning (yrs)

15,952
233,415
2.64%
12.3
79.8%

Weighted average CLTIMV

66.9%

NHG(%)

25.8%

1.
2.

Seasoning
63%

5.4

Weighted average CLTOMV

Nominal Over-Collateral

Savings

36%

225.5%

19%

0-5 yr

5-10 yr

11%

10-15 yr

5%

2%

0%

15-20 yr

20-25 yr

>25 yr

Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd labelled mortgage loans are not eligible to be included in the cover pool
Small differences are possible due to rounding
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Soft Bullet programme structure
Key transaction parties

Indicative transaction structure

Servicer

Servicing
agreement

Swap provider1
Swap
agreements

Administration
NN Covered Bond
Administrator agreement
Parallel debt
Company B.V.
and pledge of
Asset
(“CBC”)
receivables
monitoring
agreement
Asset
Assignment
Guarantee
Monitor
Receivables
Originators

Assignment & Sale
Receivables

Issue proceeds
NN Bank

Director CBC

Security
Trustee

Account
Bank
Investors

Covered Bonds

Principal and Interest Payment
1.
2.

Originators

NN Bank and NN Life2

Transferor, Issuer

NN Bank

Servicer

NN Bank

Administrator

NN Bank

Guarantor

NN Covered Bond Company B.V.

Director CBC

Intertrust

Security Trustee

Stichting Security Trustee NN Covered Bond
Company

Stichting Holding

Stichting Holding NN Covered Bond Company

Arranger

Rabobank

Asset Monitor

KPMG

CBC Account Bank

BNG Bank N.V.

Rating Agency

Standard & Poor’s

Portfolio swap and Interest rate swap are optional
Mortgage loans that have been originated by NN Life and are held on NN Bank’s balance sheet
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Soft Bullet mechanism
Going concern

Event diagram of a single series

•

Under going-concern conditions, the covered bonds (CBs) are bullet securities due on the Final Maturity Date
and the Issuer will ensure the coupon and principal payments to the investors

•

The Asset Cover Test (ACT) guarantees that the cover pool meets the minimum OC requirements

After an Issuer Event of Default

•

The ACT will be replaced by the Amortisation Test

•

If on the Final Maturity Date of the CB an Issuer Event of Default takes place and the CBC has insufficient funds
to redeem the CBs, this does not trigger a CBC Event of Default

•

At such time the Final Maturity Date is extended for a period of maximum 12 months

•

During this extension period the administrator undertakes to sell (a part of) the cover pool and uses the
proceeds thereof to (partially) repay the specific CB series on every Interest Payment Date within this period

•

If the structure has insufficient funds to repay a specific series on the Extended Due for Payment Date, this will
trigger a CBC default and result in all CBs becoming due and payable

•

A breach of the Amortisation Test would also constitute a CBC Event of Default and results in all CBs becoming
due and payable
1.

No

Bullet
maturity

breach

All CBs
become due
and payable

Issuer Event
of Default
Yes
Amortisation
Test

No breach
Bullet maturity1

Assuming the structure has sufficient funds available to redeem the CB on the Final Maturity Date. In the event of insufficient funds, the maturity date will be
extended with a maximum of up to 12 months
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Cover Pool Eligibility Criteria
Eligibility Criteria
 Each mortgage is either a Bank Savings Mortgage Loan, Life Mortgage Loan, Investment Mortgage Loan, Linear Mortgage Loan, Annuity Mortgage Loan, Interest-only
Mortgage Loan, Savings Mortgage Loan, Switch Mortgage Loan or a combination thereof
 The outstanding principal amount per borrower cannot exceed 100% of original market value, originated in line with mortgage code of conduct1
 First and subsequent ranking mortgages
 All properties backing the mortgaged loans are located in the Netherlands
 All payments via direct debit
 Borrower is a private individual, resident of the Netherlands and is not an employee of NN Group
 Each mortgage loan is governed by Dutch law and is denominated in euros
 Each mortgaged asset is occupied by the Borrower at the moment of (or shortly after) origination
 Mortgage conditions provide that all payments by the Borrower should be made without any deduction or set-off (other than in respect of construction deposits)

1.

The maximum outstanding principal amount per borrower, originated before August 2011, did not exceed 130% of the foreclosure value at origination, while the
maximum outstanding principal amount per borrower, originated in and after August 2011, did not exceed 104% of the original market value at origination
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Asset Cover Test
Asset Monitoring Agreement

Calculation specification:

1.

Adjusted Aggregate Asset Amount ≥ outstanding Covered Bonds

2.

First regulatory current balance amount ≥ 105% of outstanding Covered
Bonds

3.

Second regulatory current balance amount ≥ 100% outstanding Covered
Bonds

‘A’ includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjusted Aggregate Asset Amount =

A

B

C

D

Z

88.5% Asset Percentage
80% Indexed LTV cut-off
Deduction for the built-up of savings for Savings, Switch, Savings Alternative and
Bank Savings mortgage loans
(Partial) deduction of arrears and defaulted receivables and receivables in
breach of the receivable warranties
Deduction of construction deposits and other claims
Deduction of borrower deposits > EUR100,0001
Deduction for relevant loan parts for which the interest rate < 1.0%
Deduction of Long Term Mortgage Loan2 notional when the Long Term
Mortgage Loan % of the cover pool > 15.0%

‘B’ represents any unapplied principal receipts
‘C’ and ‘D’ represent cash (including the Reserve Account) and substitution assets
‘Z’ represents the amount equal to the Interest Cover Required Amount

1.
2.

Applicable if the Issuer Credit Rating at S&P falls below ‘BBB’ (long-term) or ‘A-2’ (short-term)
An Interest Only mortgage loan without maturity date, originated prior to September 2012
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4. Balance sheet and capital position
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Balance sheet composition
Assets
• Mainly mortgage loans, small consumer loan portfolio and liquid
assets (HQLA)

Balance sheet at 30 June 2020
EUR bn
24.7

24.7

• At 30 June 2020, gross mortgage portfolio consists of EUR 15.5bn NNlabelled mortgages, EUR 3.2bn Delta Lloyd mortgages and EUR 0.9bn
Quion (HQ 50) mortgages1

• 34% of outstanding mortgage amounts are guaranteed through NHG
Liabilities
• Well-diversified funding mix, with customer savings portfolio twothirds of the balance sheet
• At 30 June 2020 total secured funding portfolio of EUR 3.9bn:
consisting of EUR 1.3bn securitisations and EUR 2.6bn covered bonds
at 30 June 2020
• In July 2020 NN Bank issued its inaugural Soft Bullet EUR 500m
benchmark covered bond
• In July 2020 NN Bank redeemed the Hypenn RMBS IV securitisation
transaction on its FORD2
1.
2.

Excluding all Transfer of Parts and construction deposits
First Optional Redemption Date

15.5
19.6
Mortgage loans
Consumer loans
Cash
Liquid assets
Other

3.9
0.2
1.6
1.4

1.9
0.1
1.1
2.1

Assets

Liabilities

1.9

Customer deposits
Secured debt
Unsecured debt
Subordinated debt
Equity
Other
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Capital and liquidity position
Capital ratios (transitional CRD IV)1
16.9%
1.5%

17.9%

17.2%

1.6%

1.5%

15.4%

16.3%

2017

2018
CET1

18.1%
1.4%

15.7%

16.7%

2019
Tier 2

1H20

Risk weighted assets (EUR bn)
5.7

2017

5.5

2018

5.9

2019

5.9

1H20

Solid capital position
• Capital position exceeds regulatory requirements. For both credit risk and
operational risk, the Standardised Approach is used

• Growth in capital driven by internal capital generation in the form of
retained profits (self-funded growth)

• A 2019 interim dividend of EUR 26.2m was paid in 2019. No 2019 final
dividend nor a 2020 interim dividend has been paid5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Liquidity metrics

30 June 2020

Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)2

193%

Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)3

130%

Loan-to-deposit ratio4

130%

Wide range of liquidity sources
• Large portfolio of retained RMBS notes and liquidity facilities plus onbalance-sheet HQLA (High Quality Liquid Assets) portfolio and cash, to
manage the LCR

• Other sources of liquidity available, including external credit facilities:

two committed loan facilities secured by mortgages and a credit facility
with NN Group

• No resolution strategy has yet been defined by the National Resolution
Authority and therefore no MREL requirements are set for NN Bank

Pro-forma combined bank figures at 31 December 2017
High LCR mainly due to the settlement of the Soft Bullet Covered Bond in July, which is included as inflow in the LCR, causing a temporary increase
NSFR is defined as the amount of available stable funding relative to the amount of required stable funding
28
Loan-to-deposit ratio is calculated by dividing the bank’s total volume of commercial loans by its retail deposits
NN Bank follows the recommendation issued by the ECB in view of the current COVID-19 situation to refrain from dividend payments until 1 January 2021. NN Bank intends to resume
dividend payments at such time that is appropriate in light of COVID-19 developments.

Funding diversification
Total Equity & Liabilities1
30 June 2020
0%
8%

Redemption profile3

9% 4%
29%

5%
11%
6%
28%

Equity
Regular Savings
Bank Annuities
Bank Annuities (mortgage-linked)
Covered Bonds
Securitisations
Senior Unsecured debt
Subordinated
Other 2

EUR m

1,000

849

381

381

500

570

560

2028

2029

204

2020

2021

Covered Bonds

2022

2023

Securitisations

2024

2025

Other secured

25

48

2026

2027

Unsecured

Subordinated

Further diversification of funding and investor base

Credit rating reflects NN Bank’s “highly strategic importance” for NN Group

• Two-thirds of total funding comprises of retail savings (EUR 15.5bn),

• Long-term credit rating of A- (stable outlook)4, reflecting that NN Bank:
• is a fully owned subsidiary of NN Group
• is closely linked to the Group's reputation, dependent on its brand

the remainder predominantly secured wholesale funding

• In addition to secured wholesale funding, NN Bank aims to further

diversify its investor base by attracting unsecured wholesale funding

recognition and operates in line with the Group's overall strategy

• supports the Group's cross selling strategy in the Netherlands and
facilitates the Group's asset and liability management

1.
2.
3.
4.

Due to rounding the percentages in this figure do not add up to 100%
Including amounts due to banks and non-trading derivatives
Redemption profile at 30 June 2020
Awarded by Standard & Poor’s
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NN Bank funding programmes
Secured funding (collateralised by prime Dutch residential mortgage portfolios)
Soft Bullet Covered Bond Programme

Unsecured funding

• EUR 7.5bn programme, of which EUR 0.5bn issued
• Registered with the Dutch Central Bank
• Base Prospectus last updated on 18 June 2020; 1st Supplement dated 14 September

Debt Issuance Programme (EMTN1)

2020

• EUR 3.0bn programme, of which EUR 1.5bn issued
• Wholesale funding (senior unsecured)
• Base prospectus last updated on 15 May 2019; 1st
Supplement dated 15 November 2019

Conditional Pass-Through Covered Bond Programme

• EUR 5.0bn programme, of which EUR 2.6bn issued
• Registered with the Dutch Central Bank
• Base Prospectus last updated on 4 July 2019; 1st Supplement dated 16 September

2019 and 2nd Supplement dated 14 February 2020. No further issuance is expected
to take place
RMBS2 Programmes

• Benchmark-size issuances at launch (i.e. at least EUR 500m)
• Hypenn RMBS series, with collateral originated by NN Life & NN Bank
• Arena RMBS series, with collateral originated by former Amstelhuys (Delta Lloyd)
1.
2.

Programme documentation, investor reports and credit ratings

•
•
•
•

Website:

https://www.nn-group.com/Investors

Covered Bonds:

DACB, coveredbondlabel

RMBS:

dutchsecuritisation

Bloomberg:

NNGRNV Corp

Euro Medium Term Notes
Residential Mortgage Backed Securities
30
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Preliminary cover pool: key characteristics1

Current loan to indexed market value (loans)
22%

Interest rate buckets
62%

21%
18%

15%
9%

0%

1%

8%

4%

3%

19%

0%

12%
5%

0%
0.0% - 1.0%

Current loan to original market value (loans)

1.0% - 2.0%

2.0% - 3.0%

3.0% - 4.0%

4.0% - 5.0%

2%

0%

0%

5.0% - 6.0%

6.0% - 7.0%

> 7.0%

Time to interest rate reset date

32%

45%

26%
18%
11%
0%

0%

2%

1%

4%

5%
0%

5%
0-1

1.

2%

3%

3%

2%

3%

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

5%

5%

6-7

7-8

8%

9%

10%
1%

8-9

9-10

10-15

15-20

>=20

NN Bank preliminary cover pool with cut-off date 31 July 2020
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Preliminary cover pool: key characteristics (cont’d) 1,2
Interest Payment Type

Current loan balance3
46%

0.5%
Fixed

24%

Floating

13%
8%

0-150k

150-300k

300k-450k

450k-600k

4%

3%

1%

600k-750k

750k-900k

>= 900k

99.5%

Geographical distribution
28%

Pool Distribution

Population Distribution

21%
16% 17%

15% 15%

11% 12%
8%

Zuid-Holland

Noord-Holland

1.
2.
3.

Noord-Brabant

Gelderland

8%

Utrecht

6%

7%

Overijssel

4%

6%

Limburg

3%

2%

Flevoland

NN Bank preliminary cover pool with cut-off date 31 July 2020
Population Distribution for the Netherlands is based on CBS StatLine data with cut-off date 1 January 2020
Cover pool does not include mortgage loans that have a current loan balance > EUR 1,000k

3%

3%

Groningen

2%

4%

Friesland

2%

3%

Drenthe

2%

2%

Zeeland
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Mortgage loan origination and underwriting: process1
Loan origination

Mortgage offering

Underwriting

Mortgage administration
Code of Conduct, Dutch Law
NHG, BKR
NN Bank acceptance criteria

1.

Interest rate renewals
Conversions
Deposit requests
Partial redemptions
Full redemptions

Special loan servicing

Client back on track

Skydoo (pre-screening)

Electronic archives

Intermediary / own advisors

Client portal

Origination

Borrower

Regular loan servicing

Loss reduction

B

Arrears
position

Preventive actions
Short-term recovery
Long-term recovery

Loss
position

Sale of property
Management of
residual debt

Mortgage operations only related to the NN-labelled mortgage loans. Origination and servicing of Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd mortgage loans are not included here, since these
are not eligible to the covered bond programme
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Mortgage loan origination and underwriting: criteria1

All mortgage production is originated via intermediary channels

All intermediaries are licensed

• NN Bank’s mortgage origination network comprises over 1,700 active

• Dedicated team for initiating and maintaining contacts with

• Since 2012, intermediaries do not receive commission on new

• Both pro-active acquisition and reversed enquiry take place

intermediaries

mortgage loan origination

• In 2014, NN Bank introduced Skydoo, an automatic pre-screening
application:

• 100% of intermediaries connected
• handling time per application reduced by up to 70%
• all pre-approved mortgage applications still subject to complete
underwriting process

intermediaries

• Intermediaries need to fulfil certain requirements, including a license
in accordance with the Dutch Financial Services Act (Wet Financieel
Toezicht) and a strategic long-term business plan

• Physical due diligence at premises of the intermediary

Screening of intermediaries

• Ongoing screening of performance of intermediaries
• Ad-hoc screening as required
1.

Underwriting criteria only related to the NN-labelled mortgage loans. Origination and servicing of Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd mortgage loans are not reflected here, since these
are not eligible for the covered bond programme
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Mortgage loan origination and underwriting: criteria1

Code of conduct

Borrower criteria

Collateral criteria

• NN Bank complies with the Financial

• Credit history is checked in several registers

• All properties must be located in the

• Applicants registered at the National Credit

• Properties with a market value above

• Specific underwriting criteria apply if one of

• For collateral with market value below

Supervision Act, the Mortgage Credit
Directive and special underwriting legislation
(“Tijdelijke regeling hypothecair krediet”)

• Affordability calculations are based on figures
of the National Institute for Family Finance
Information (“NIBUD”)

• Loan-to-income and Debt-to-income ratios

are compliant with Dutch Code of Conduct
(“Gedragscode Hypothecaire Financiering”)

(e.g. BKR and Fraud Register)

Register (BKR) with a negative credit profile
are rejected
the applicants has a non-EU nationality and is
self-employed

• Loan-to-income ratios conform to GHF (Code
of Conduct)

Netherlands

EUR 1m in most cases have a maximum loan
amount of 80% of the market value
EUR 1m, maximum LTMV is 100% (2018)

• Full valuation is commonly used; WOZ

reports only utilised for further advances

• Self-certified income is not taken into
account in the application process

1.

Underwriting criteria only related to the NN-labelled mortgage loans. Origination and servicing of Quion (HQ50) and Delta Lloyd mortgage loans are not reflected here, since these
are not eligible to the covered bond programme
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Creating value for our stakeholders
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Dutch economy and housing market

• During Q2 2020, the Dutch GDP experienced a significant contraction of 8.5 per cent. International trade activity, consumption and the amount of
investments decreased significantly as a result of COVID-19. Overall the impact was less compared to other countries in the Eurozone

• For the coming quarters, a strong recovery, albeit not a full, is expected. Assuming a release of possible vaccine by mid-2021, the Dutch economy will

normalize next year. Until that moment, the economy will experience negative effects from (local) measures taken to control COVID-19 outbreaks and
social distancing1

• Unemployment is expected to increase this year, from 3.4 in 2019 to 4.3 (2020) and 6.6 per cent (2021). The unemployment rate is expected to improve
by the end of 20211

Dutch GDP and consumption
10.0

2

9,000

8.0

0

8,500

6.0

8,000

4.0

7,500

2.0

7,000

0.0

10

11

12

13

Unemployment (r)

14

15

16

Employment (I)

17

18

19

20

Δ per quarter (%)

9,500

% Labour force

# of persons x1000

(Un)employment development

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

-2
-4
-6
-8
-10

Labour Force (I)

Source: CBS, Land Registry, Dutch Housing Market Quarterly Rabobank and Economic Update Rabobank, unless stated otherwise
1. RaboResearch: Nederlandse economie houdt nog jaren last van corona crisis. September 8, 2020

GDP

Consumption
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Dutch economy and housing market

• The Dutch housing market is currently still running at full speed, despite • However, it is expected1 that COVID-19 effects could materialize later on.
COVID-19. For the period up to and including July, house prices rose on
average 7.1 per cent, while the number of house sales increased with 6.7
per cent as compared to the same period in 2019. This is probably due to
the effectiveness of the support package of the Dutch government

Due to an expected increase in unemployment figures, it is predicted
that house prices could temporarily decrease during Q1 2021 with 0.8
per cent. This however assumes a scenario of no strict (national) second
lock-down

• It is expected1 that for the full year 2020, house prices will increase with • Average mortgage interest rates slightly decreased in the period up to
7.0 per cent and total transactions will amount 220,000

and including July 2020, after a small spike in November 2019
Average mortgage rates for new contracts

Mortgage debt outstanding

1.0%

650

0.5%
0.0%

600

-0.5%

550

-1.0%
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Household mortgage debt (x €1 billion)

17

18

19

Quarterly Growth

20

-1.5%

5%
Δ per quarter

In EUR (x €1 billion)

1.5%

700

500

6%

2.0%

750

4%
3%
2%
1%

10

11
12
<1 year

13

14
1-5 year

15

16
17
5-10 year

18

19
20
>10 year

Source: CBS, Land Registry, Dutch Housing Market Quarterly Rabobank and Economic Update Rabobank, unless stated otherwise
1. RaboResearch: Housing Market Quarterly: Temporary dip in house prices and sales expected from 2021. 10 September 2020
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Dutch economy and housing market

• For most regions, the rise in house prices is higher during Q2 2020 when compared to Q2 2019. Only Limburg and Friesland display a slower price rise.
The highest price rise can be observed in Groningen, where the increase between Q2 2020 and 2019 is 11.0%

• The average Dutch selling price is EUR 336,957 in July 2020, meaning an increase of 8.8 per cent when compared to July 2019

Change of house price index Q2 2019 - Q2 2020 region
12%

Provinces

Quarterly transactions and average selling price
G4 Cities

Growth

6%
4%
2%
0%

400
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0

Price in EUR (x 1000)

8%

# of houses sold (x 1000)

10%

70
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0

Average selling price

Source: CBS, Land Registry, Dutch Housing Market Quarterly Rabobank and Economic Update Rabobank, unless stated otherwise
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Dutch economy and housing market

• House prices increased almost every year since the start of the recovery of the Dutch Housing Market in 2014, the period from January to July 2020
was no exception to this. The price of the average existing owner-occupied home increased by 7.1 per cent

• Year to date, 2020 was a strong year for the Dutch housing market. COVID-19 effects have not yet influenced the state of the Dutch housing market.

These effects have so far been mitigated by the support package that was laid out by the Dutch Government. However, it is expected that due to an
increase in the unemployment rate and the fear for job loss, COVID-19 could in the end affect the housing market. Consequently, it is forecasted that
house prices will experience a temporary decline during Q1 2021 of 0.8 per cent1
Dutch house price index development (2015=100)

Dutch housing price development
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Source: CBS, Land Registry, Dutch Housing Market Quarterly Rabobank and Economic Update Rabobank, unless stated otherwise
1. RaboResearch: Housing Market Quarterly: Temporary dip in house prices and sales expected from 2021. 10 September 2020
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Dutch economy and housing market

• In Europe, the mortgage payment arrears have been declining over the last couple of years. The Netherlands remains the best in class with the lowest
arrears in the area and a decreasing trend since the second half of 2014

• There is a trend of declining public auctions since 2012 that continued during 2020. This decline shows both an improvement of payment problems,
and a sign that banks supervise home-owners who have fallen in arrears more closely

• As shown in the table below, the Netherlands continues to perform well in terms of forced sales and the level of payment arrears compared to other
European countries. Historically the Netherlands show low and stable proportions of payment arrears

Payment arrears (60+ days)1

Foreclosures

4.0%
3.0%
2.5%

Transactions

Proportion in arrears

3.5%

2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

04

05
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07

08
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10

11
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13

14

15

16

The Netherlands (NHG)

The Netherlands (Prime)

Spain

United Kingdom

Italy

Portugal

17

18

19

20

3,000

3.00%

2,500

2.50%

2,000

2.00%

1,500

1.50%

1,000

1.00%

500

0.50%

0

10
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13

14

15

12-month total foreclosure sales (l)

16

17

18

19

20

0.00%

As % of 12-month total sales (r)

Source: CBS, Land Registry, Dutch Housing Market Quarterly Rabobank and Economic Update Rabobank, unless stated otherwise
1. Moody’s RMBS Performance update
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Corporate history

NN Group
1845 - De Nederlanden established as a fire insurance company
1863 - De Nationale Levensverzekering-Bank founded as a Dutch life insurance company
1963 - The two biggest Dutch insurers at the time – De Nederlanden and De Nationale – merge to form
Nationale-Nederlanden
1991 - Nationale-Nederlanden and NMB Postbank Group merge to form ING Groep N.V.
2013 - ING Insurance’s mortgage business is concentrated within NN Bank
2014 - As of 1 March 2014, ING Insurance rebranded to NN Group
2014 - NN Group listed on Euronext Amsterdam on 2 July 2014
2017 - NN Group completes acquisition of Delta Lloyd Group in April 2017
2018 - Legal mergers of Delta Lloyd Bank with NN Bank and Delta Lloyd AM with NNIP, effective on 1 January 2018
2019 - Legal mergers of Delta Lloyd Life with NN Life and Delta Lloyd Non-Life with NN Non-Life, effective on 1 January 2019
2020 - NN Group completes acquisition of VIVAT Non-life in April 2020
Source: NN Group
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Corporate history

NN Bank
2011 – NN Bank launched as a savings bank to take advantage of opportunities in the Dutch banking
market and respond to the declining individual life insurance market
2013 – Growth accelerated via the acquisition of selected parts of ING Bank (WestlandUtrecht Bank),
predominantly retail mortgage loans and savings1
2018 – Legal merger of NN Bank and Delta Lloyd Bank effective on 1 January 2018, following
NN Group’s acquisition of Delta Lloyd Group in 2017

Source: NN Group
1. As a result of the state aid received by ING Group in 2008/2009, the European Commission imposed remedies on ING, leading to the transformation of NN Bank into
an independent and viable competitor in the Dutch retail banking market, to be divested with NN Group
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Profit & Loss
Summary profit and loss account1
(Amounts in EUR m)
Interest income
Interest expense
Interest result
Net fee and commission income
Gains and losses on financial transactions and other income
Valuation results on non-trading derivatives
Total income
Staff expenses
Addition to loan loss provisions
Regulatory levies
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses
Result before tax
Taxation
Net result
1.

1H19
309
(190)
120
55
12
(8)
178
(56)
0
(10)
(45)
(111)

1H20
313
(179)
133
51
11
1
197
(56)
(2)
(12)
(44)
(114)

67
(17)
51

82
(21)
62

Source: 2020 Interim Accounts Nationale-Nederlanden Bank N.V.
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Glossary

Abbreviation Definition

Abbreviation

Definition

ACT
AT
AFM
APE
AuM
BKR
C/I
CB
CBC
CET
COLI
CPT(CB)
CRDIV
CRR

Asset Cover Test
Amortisation Test
Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets
Annual Premium Equivalent
Assets under Management
Dutch Office for Credit Registration
Cost / Income Ratio
Covered Bond
Covered Bond Company
Common Equity Tier
Corporate-Owned Life Insurance
Conditional Pass-Through (Covered Bonds)
Capital Requirements Directive IV
Capital Requirements Regulation

FTE
GHF
HDN
HTT
LCR
LTV
MCD
NHG
NNHB
NTT
OC
RMBS
RVS
RWA

Full-time Equivalent
Code of Conduct Mortgage Loans
Hypotheek Data Network
Harmonised Transparency Template
Liquidity Coverage Ratio
Loan-to-Value
Mortgage Credit Directive
Dutch National Mortgage Guarantee
NN Hypotheek Bedrijf N.V.
National Transparency Template
Over-Collateralisation
Residential Mortgage-Backed Security
Rotterdamse Verzekering Sociëteiten
Risk weighted assets

DACB

Dutch Association of Covered Bonds Issuers

SB(CB)

Soft Bullet (Covered bonds)

DGS

Deposit Guarantee Scheme

UCITS

Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities

DNB
DRMF
DSA
ECB
ECBC

Dutch Central Bank
Dutch Residential Mortgage Fund
Dutch Securitisation Association
European Central Bank
European Covered Bond Council

VNB
WA CLTOMV
WA CLTOMV (indexed)
WEW
WU Bank

Value of New Business
Weighted Average Current Loan to Original Market Value
Weighted Average Current Loan to Indexed Original Market Value
Stichting Waarborgfonds Eigen Woningen
WestlandUtrecht Bank
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Contact information

Niek Allon
NN Bank Treasury
M: +31 6 2013 7640
E: niek.allon@nn.nl

Rolf-Pieter ter Horst
NN Bank Treasury
M: +31 6 2184 1550
E: rolf-pieter.ter.horst@nn.nl

Sander Roling
NN Bank Treasury
M: +31 6 1066 6854
E: sander.roling@nn.nl

Geraldine Bakker - Grier
Investor Relations Officer
M: +31 6 3094 0051
E: geraldine.bakker-grier@nn-group.com

www.nn-group.com/Investors/Debt-securities-and-credit-ratings/NN-Bank-secured-funding.htm
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by Nationale-Nederlanden Bank N.V. (“NN
Bank” or the “Company”) for informational purposes only. This material is
distributed upon the express understanding that no information contained
herein has been independently verified by NN Bank or any other person.
Material information may have changed since the date the information was
compiled.
Some of the information is based on the 2019 annual accounts of NN Bank
as published on 24 March 2020 and the Interim accounts of NN Bank dated
27 August 2020.
This material is not intended as an offer to buy or sell, or the solicitation of
an offer to buy or sell, any security, instrument or any participation in any
transaction, either in the United States of America or in any other
jurisdiction or as an inducement to enter into an investment activity. This
material should also not be treated as giving investment advice. It has no
regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any recipient.
Except where otherwise indicated, the information provided in this material
is based on matters as they exist as of the date stated or, if no date is stated,
as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date, and the
information and opinions contained herein are subject to change without
notice. None of the Company or any of its subsidiaries accepts any
obligation (i) to update or otherwise revise or keep current any such
information to reflect information that subsequently becomes available or
circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof;

warranty, either express or implied, or undertaking of any nature, is
provided by NN Bank in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability
of the information contained herein.
This material should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the
exercise of their own judgment. Any recipient should consult with his own
legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and accounting
advisers to the extent that he deems necessary, and make his own
investment, hedging and trading decisions (including decisions regarding
the suitability of any investment) based upon his own judgement and
advice from such advisers as he deems necessary and not upon any view
expressed in this material.
The recipient of this information acknowledges that the Company does not
owe or assume any duty of care or responsibility to the recipient or any
other person who uses the presentation or any information derived from its
use. None of the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any of their
respective directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability
whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss or damage of any kind
arising from any use or reliance upon all or any part of this this material or
otherwise arising in connection with the presentation and any and all such
liability is expressly disclaimed.
Persons who attend or view this presentation are required to make
themselves aware of and adhere to any and all restrictions applicable to
them.
This presentation is not for publication, release or distribution in, nor does
it constitute an offer of securities in the United States, Canada, Japan or
Australia. Neither the presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or

transmitted into the United States of America, its territories or possessions
(collectively, the “United States”) or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the
United States or to any U.S. person as defined in regulation S under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”), except that it may be
transmitted to non- U.S. persons outside the United States who are not
acting for the account or benefit of a U.S. person, in reliance on Regulation
S under the Securities Act. This presentation is not a public offer of
securities for sale in the United States and any offering of securities to be
made in the U.S. will be by means of an offering memorandum that may be
obtained by the dealers. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may
constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws, as applicable.
Any historical information is not indicative of future performance. Opinions
and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of
assumptions which may not prove valid. Average lives of and potential
yields on any securities cannot be predicted as the actual rate of repayment
as well as other relevant factors cannot be determined precisely. No
assurance can be or is given that the assumptions on which such
information are made will prove correct. Information of this kind must be
viewed with caution.
This material contains “forward-looking statements”, which include all
statements other than statements of historical facts, including, without
limitation, any statements preceded by, followed by or that include the
words “targets”, “believes”, “expects”, “aims”, “intends”, “will”, “may”,
“anticipates”, “would”, “could”, “estimates”, “predicts”, “counts on”,
plans”, “continues”, “wants”, “forecasts”, “goals”, “is confident” or similar
expressions or the negative thereof. Such forward-looking statements
involve

(ii) to correct any inaccuracies or errors in the information; or (iii) to provide
anyone with access to any additional information. No representation or
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Disclaimer
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors beyond
the Company's control that could cause the actual results, performance or
achievements of the Company to be materially different from future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous
assumptions regarding the Company's present and future business strategies
and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future. By their
nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they
relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the
future. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date as of which
they are made and the Company accepts no obligation to update the forwardlooking statements contained herein to reflect actual results, changes in
assumptions, or changes in factors affecting these statements.
The information contained herein must be kept strictly confidential and may not
be reproduced , disclosed or redistributed, in whole or in part, in any format
without the express written approval of the Company. Any failure to comply
with these restrictions may constitute a violation of U.S., the United Kingdom or
other securities laws, as applicable. The distribution of this material in other
jurisdictions may also be restricted by law and persons into whose possession
this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such
restrictions. The use of the information is restricted to the recipient. The
Company shall own all right, title, and interest in and to the information and all
intellectual property rights therein.

No licence or conveyance of any rights in any intellectual property owned
by the Company is granted or implied by the recipient’s use of the
information
NO REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR UNDERTAKING, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
IS MADE AS TO, AND NO RELIANCE SHOULD BE PLACED ON, THE FAIRNESS,
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR CORRECTNESS OF THE INFORMATION OR
THE OPINIONS CONTAINED HEREIN. THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT TO BE
RELIED UPON IN ANY MANNER AS LEGAL, TAX, REGULATORY, ACCOUNTING
OR ANY OTHER ADVICE AND SHALL NOT BE USED IN SUBSTITUTION FOR THE
EXERCISE OF INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT AND EACH PERSON MADE AWARE
OF THE INFORMATION SET-FORTH HEREOF SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
CONDUCTING ITS OWN INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN. THE COMPANY DOES NOT ACCEPT ANY
OBLIGATION TO UPDATE OR OTHERWISE REVISE ANY INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION TO REFLECT INFORMATION THAT
SUBSEQUENTLY BECOMES AVAILABLE AFTER THE DATE HEREOF.
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MUST BE KEPT STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR REDISTRIBUTED (IN
WHOLE OR IN PART) IN ANY FORMAT WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN
APPROVAL OF THE COMPANY.
NN Bank is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank.
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